
Happy Winter Pop Up Card By Cathy Andronicou

Materials used:
Penny Black:- 30-386 Winter Time Cheer, 51-247 Dancing Branches, 51-033 Silver Lining, 51-283 
Winter Snow Script, 51-053 A Pocket Full, 51-192 Love Cup, 30-161 Embellishments.

Other:- Chameleon Color Tones Pens; Red Coral, Cornflower Blue, Bark and Nude, Stardust 
Stickles, Memento Tuxedo Black and Rich Cocoa inks, Brown, Warm Grey, Light Blue and White 
Card, Dimensional Foam Pads, Glue.

Instructions:-

Stamp bird and owl from Winter Time Cheer onto white card 
(I have used Bee Paper) using Memento Tuxedo Black ink. 
Create a card blank from warm grey card to measure 3 1/2” x 
7” 
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Color the Robin using Chameleon alcohol markers, fusing the 
brush nib for 5 seconds to colour each section. Fussy cut 
around the Image.

Color the owl again using Chameleon alcohol markers, fusing 
for 7 seconds for each section. Fussy Cut around the owl.

Die cut the Dancing Branches tree from Brown card stock and 
trim off the leaves and the left side of the tree.

Adhere the owl to the tree using glue and cut a large and 
small cloud using the Silver Linings die from white card.

Die cut the bottom panel from light blue card using the Winter 
Snow Script Die and the word “happy from brown card”. Trim 
the blue winter section to fit the bottom of the card and adhere 
using foam pads, glue the tree into place on the left side of 
the card and add stickles to the word “Winter”.  Glue to 
smaller cloud to the back of the larger one and adhere the 
word happy to the cloud.
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Die cut a slit in the top of the card using the small ‘cup rim’ 
from the Love Cup die set and then cut an arrow from warm 
grey card from the A Pocket Full die set.

Attach two small foam pads centrally to the base of the arrow, 
making sure the width is less than the slit that is cut in the 
card and that the height is less than the height of the bird.

Place the arrow on the inside of the card so that the two foam 
pads are sitting in the slot. Then adhere the bird to the foam 
pads.  Make sure the foam pads are at the bottom of the 
slider and then using foam pads place the clouds over the top 
so that the bird is hidden.  Stamp Pull Here using the 
Embellishments clear stamp set and Rich Cocoa ink. 

Add a small band on the inside of the card either side of the 
arrow to keep the arrow running in the right direction. Add a 
paper insert to finish the card.


